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How or why did you choose Engineering as a career path / area of study? 
Although I had great interest in literature or humanities, there was no other choice for me than to 
choose Engineering. Because I felt that the 20th Century was a Century where a lot of discoveries 
in Sciences were taking place. I was interested in genetics, quantum physics and computer 
science and I loved to be part of this ongoing fascinating train.

What inspires you about Engineering?
Everything. I studied biology, then biochemistry, then Quantum Physics. It has fascinated me,
it fascinates me today and I fear I will not have enough time to know all [t]hat I would like to know.
The challenge of knowing what is going on in our body, mind, the way atoms come together to

 

create molecules, what is the energy, or the oxygen cycle, the role of each element in the ecology

 

chain, etc. This is such a privilege to discover all that and as said to be part of it.

 What is the most exciting thing about your job?
I am in the 3D visualization field using Virtual and Augmented Reality. I like to simulate anything 
and see through the infinite world, any imaginative world as well as the universe. I like for 
example the 3D fashion as it looks very design but in reality, we need to work on complex 
physicbased systems to simulate the deformation of clothes. I also work on social robotics, to 
produce companions of the future. I am very interested to make them more sensible, intelligent 
and aware of situations.

What would you say to girls in school / college who may be considering 
Engineering as a career choice / study option? 
This is a quite normal path as the more we do engineering, the more it is fascinating. Now basic 
concepts are better explained as several courses are available online. They should believe in 
themselves and just go ahead. Computer Science for example with the domain of visualization 
is a fantastic creative domain.

Do you think the perception of Engineering as a male-dominated career 
can be changed, and if so, how? 
Women have themselves to change their mindset. There is no reason why they do not go into
Engineering. They will surely bring a lot of innovations. They should pay visits to several and 
very different labs and see what they like best. Science needs women. The ball is on their 
side . . .
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Co-Editor-in-Chief, Computer Animation & Virtual Worlds

Nadia has pioneered research into virtual humans over the last 30 years. She obtained Bachelor’s and 
Master’s degrees in various disciplines (Psychology, Biology and Biochemistry) and a PhD in Quantum 
Physics from the University of Geneva in 1977. From 1977 to 1989, she was a Professor at the University 
of Montreal in Canada and then Professor at the University of Geneva. 

Nadia is founder of the interdisciplinary research group MIRALab at the University of Geneva 
(www.miralab.ch), and together with her PhD students, has published more than 500 papers and books 
on Virtual Humans and Social Robots with research topics such as 3D clothes, hair, body gestures, 
emotions modelling, and medical simulation. She has acquired a great experience of collaborative 
research through her strong participation in more than 50 European Research Projects, and has herself 
coordinated several projects, the most recent one being the Marie Curie Project MultiScaleHuman 
(multiscalehuman.miralab.ch/). Since 2009, Nadia has been enjoying her position as Director of the 
Institute for Media Innovation at Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in Singapore.

During her career, Nadia has given 300+ keynote lectures and received more than 30 awards including:
• ‘Woman in the Year’ (Montreal)
• Doctor Honoris Causa in Natural Sciences from the Leibniz University of Hanover
• Distinguished Career Award from the European Association for Computer Graphics in Norrkoping 
(Sweden)
• Honorary Doctorate of the University in Ottawa
• Career Achievement Award from the Canadian Human Computer Communications Society in Toronto
• Humboldt Research Award in Germany
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